
Engaging Patients 
                       by Design

Strategies to create
          engaging patient education



WHO AM I?

❖ Editorial Director at Emmi Solutions

❖ Wrote and designed CNE & other provider education

❖ A patient



Plain language:  
Targeting a 4th to 5th grade 
reading level 

Intuitive navigation: 
Simple to use for all levels of 
computer experience 

Narrated: 
An empathetic 
voice guides 
the member 
through the 
experience 

Interactive: 
Ask Questions at any time 
for follow up with a nurse 

Visual learning: 
Preferred by all patients, critical 
for those with low health literacy 

FOCUSED ON ENGAGING PATIENTS  
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Focused on Engaging Patients 

Emmi programs



Library of 170
Emmi® programs



1.5 Million Patient Experiences



Age 0-17 18-34 35-49 50-64 65-79 80+

81% 85% 86% 87% 87% 85%

Percent of Emmi Programs Completed 



“Design experiences,
not information.”

- Cathy Moore







Get real information
from real people





Self Recognition



✤ Recognize their pain, condition 
or situation

✤ Pose a pressing question

✤ Show you know whatʼs really 
going on

✤ Gain trust by showing you truly 
“get” them

A way to recognize 
themselves as the 

real audience





Reveal
yourself





Be 
Psychic



Seem psychic

✤ Anticipate questions

✤ Address questions, fears & 
worries up front

✤ Proactively bring up 
embarrassing issues



✦ Pain

✦ Scars

✦ Driving

✦ Sex

✦ Childcare



“This answered several questions that me 
and my family and friends might not have 
thought to ask or felt we could ask!”

- Patient Safety viewer



Set expectations

                           











Mythbreaking





I found out that a lot
of the research I’d done 
was ‘here say.’

− Gastric Banding Patient





Rhyme as Reason



Woes unite foes.

Woes unite enemies.





MEMORY



Explain Why

✤ We are infovores

✤ More likely to follow 
directions

✤ People make up their own 
reasons

✤ Shorter is not always 
better if it leaves 
information gaps







Find your voice





“Sometimes the cancer journey is so absurd all 
you can do is laugh. Other times it flat-out 
sucks. At those times, humor is one of the few 
weapons we have.”

Jackie Fox, author of From Zero to Mastectomy



Simple ≠ Uninteresting



Keep people oriented







Where do I go from here?
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Checklist: Hypertension
el sure you can do over the next 2 weeks.

 After you've done those 2 things, you can choose what to work on next.

Find out what my blood pressure goal is

Buy a home blood pressure machine (like an automatic arm monitor)

Check my blood pressure _____ times a week

Ask my doctor to help me put together an exercise plan

Eat more fresh fruits and vegetables

Eat more whole grains (oatmeal, whole grain bread )

Avoid canned and packaged foods that are high in salt 

Stop using sauces that are high in salt (ketchup, soy sauce, BBQ)

Ask my doctor about things that can help me quit smoking

Ask about less expensive medications (generics and water pills)

Ask about ways to manage stress

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ___________



Feedback

Loop



Self Recognition

Real Info from
Real People

Reveal Yourself

Seem Psychic

Set Expectations

Explain Why & 
Explain How

Find a VoiceRhyme as Reason

Next Step?





geri@emmisolutions.com


